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ABSTRACT
The objective of this research is to advance the understanding of human performance
to allow for optimized efforts on specific tasks. This is accomplished by 1) understanding
the expenditure and recovery of Anaerobic Work Capacity (AWC) as related to the
Critical Power (CP) of a human, and 2) determining if and how a case for an energymanagement system to optimize energy expenditure and recovery can be made in realtime using noninvasive sensors. As humans exert energy, the body converts fuel into
mechanical power through both aerobic and anaerobic energy systems. The mechanical
power produced can be measured through the use of a cycle ergometer and the use of the
energy systems can be measured by observing biological artifacts with sensors. There is a
Critical Power level that a human can theoretically operate at indefinitely and there is a
well-established theory in the literature to predict the depletion of a human’s finite
Anaerobic Work Capacity based on this Critical Power. The literature however lacks a
robust model for understanding the recovery of the Anaerobic Work Capacity. Because
of this, a cycling study was conducted with ten regularly-exercising subjects (9 male, 1
female aged 23-44). First, the CP and AWC of the subjects were determined by a 3minute all-out intensity cycling test. The subjects performed several interval protocols to
exhaustion with recovery intervals to quantify how much AWC was recovered in each
interval. Results: It was determined that sub-Critical Power recovery is not proportional
to above-Critical Power expenditure. The amount of AWC recovered is influenced more
by the power level held during recovery than the amount of time spent in recovery. The
following conclusions are discussed in this thesis: 1) relationships between measurable
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biological artifacts and biological processes that are proven to exist in the literature; 2)
expenditure and recovery of Anaerobic Work Capacity; 3) methods to use real-time,
noninvasive sensor data to determine the status of human work capacity; and 4) how the
results can be used in a human-in-the-loop feedback control system to optimize
performance for a given task.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
The purpose of this chapter is:
•

To introduce the concepts of anaerobic work capacity and critical
power.

•

To introduce noninvasive, real-time sensors.

•

To explain the motivation behind the work presented in this thesis.

•

To state the research objectives and approach to accomplish them.

1.1 Anaerobic Work Capacity and Critical Power
The human is a complex system similar to a system of sensors, motors, linkages,
structures, and actuators. With this complexity comes a certain amount of variability in
how the system responds to changes. Accepting the fact that this variability exists, the
human system can be understood and modeled. One sub-system of interest to understand
and model is that of power generation and use of energy during sessions of high-intensity
exertion. When doing this, an analogy can be made between the human body and an
internal combustion-electric hybrid vehicle. When the human exerts themselves in the
aerobic domain, it is similar to using their internal combustion engine for power. The
supply is large and they can travel for a long time relying only on their aerobic energy
system. When they exert themselves in the anaerobic domain, they are using their electric
motor and batteries, which only last for a short amount of time. The power level where
the transition from internal combustion engine to electric motor is the human’s Critical
Power and the amount of energy in their electric battery is their Anaerobic Work
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Capacity. The terms Anaerobic Work Capacity and Critical Power as used in this thesis
are defined below.
1. Anaerobic Work Capacity (AWC) is the maximum amount of anaerobic energy
(Joules) that a human can output when operating at a Power output higher than
their Critical Power in a single work-expenditure session [1].
2. Critical Power (CP) is the theoretical Power output level that a human can operate
at indefinitely [2].
The AWC can also be described as the anaerobic energy stores of a human. When
someone is not at all fatigued, their anaerobic energy stores are considered at maximum
capacity, and while they exercise at high intensities, they pull from their anaerobic energy
stores until they are depleted. At this point, exhaustion is reached and they can only
operate at very low power, using their aerobic energy systems, until their anaerobic
energy stores are restored [1].
When humans exercise, they produce mechanical energy and output power. This
power can be quantified and measured using the resistance or torque (T) and cadence (⍵)
on a bicycle or egometer. Ignoring any losses from road conditions and the friction in the
drivetrain, the power required to rotate a wheel is computed as

𝑃 = 𝑇∗⍵

(1.1)
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where torque (T) is measured in N-m, angular velocity (⍵) is measured in radians per
second, and Power (P) is measured in Watts.
Humans (mammals) have a Critical Power (CP) level where they can, in theory,
output indefinitely [1]. While exercising at power output levels that are higher than the
Critical Power, the human must draw from anaerobic energy stores until their Anaerobic
Work Capacity is depleted in a certain amount of time. The time it takes to deplete the
AWC follows a hyperbolic relationship, as determined by Monod and Scherrer [1]. A
Pareto plot of maximal effort versus time to exhaustion provides a model for energy
expenditure (See Figure 1.1).

P

CP
tLim
Figure 1.1: Hyperbolic Representation of Power (P) vs. Time to Exhaustion (tLim) Relationship

The shaded areas in Figure 1.1 are all equal in value and are equivalent to the AWC
of the human. They can be calculated as

𝐴𝑊𝐶 = 𝑃 − 𝐶𝑃 ∗ 𝑡

(1.2)
3

where 𝐴𝑊𝐶 is their Anaerobic Work Capacity, 𝑃 is the power level being exerted by the
human, 𝐶𝑃 is their critical power, and 𝑡 is the amount of time that the power 𝑃 can be
sustained until exhaustion.
Hill transformed the hyperbolic relationship into a linear representation of Power
level (P) and the corresponding inverse Time to Exhaustion (1/tLim) [2]. The linear
representation of the CP-AWC relationship is

𝑃=

!"#
!!"#

+ 𝐶𝑃

(1.3)

where 𝑃 is the power level being sustained, 𝐴𝑊𝐶 is the slope of the line, 𝑡!"# is the
amount of time spent at 𝑃 until exhaustion, and 𝐶𝑃 is the y-intercept. Based on this linear
representation, the CPX can easily be determined. The CPX is the Power level that can be
held for “X” minutes before the AWC of a human is completely depleted. For example,
the CP4 of a human is the Power level that the human could output for 4 minutes before
becoming completely fatigued from depleting their Anaerobic Work Capacity. This is
shown in Figure 1.2. It can be noted that the data points in Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2 are
equivalent in hypothetical value.
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Power
W’
AWC

CPX
CP

1/X

1/tLim

Figure 1.2: Linear Representation of Power (P) vs. Inverse Time to Exhaustion (1/tLim)
Relationship. CPX is marked.

1.2 Non-Invasive, Real-Time Sensors
With the advent of small, low powered electronics, there has been an increase in
sensor technology in the marketplace. These sensors include wrist-watch GPS units,
wearable accelerometer devices, and near-infrared sensors. Of particular interest in this
research are sensors that monitor biological artifacts that can be used to identify
biological processes related to human performance. This section will give a brief
introduction to how energy systems and exercise markers can be observed using sensors,
however the energy systems are explained in more detail in the next chapter.
When the demand for oxygen in the muscle exceeds the supply, the pyruvate
produced in the muscle during exercise is transformed into blood lactate. During
moderate exercise, the lactate is produced at a rate that is equal to the rate that it is
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removed from the muscle, and potentially used elsewhere in the body as a fuel source. In
severe exercise, this lactate production rate is faster than the rate of removal and the
lactate begins to accumulate locally and systematically. Because of this, the Lactate
Threshold (LT) and the Onset of Blood Lactate Accumulation (OBLA) of a human are
direct ways to distinguish the transition from moderate to severe intensity exercise [3].
However, these readings require testing actual blood and are delayed by several minutes.
This need for sampling the blood of the subject makes lactate testing unsuitable for the
recreational athlete. The delay in sampling results also makes this sensor unsuitable for
exercises with rapidly changing intensity.
The competitive marketplace created with the rise of non-invasive, real-time health
monitors such as FitBit has driven the invention of instruments to noninvasively monitor
biological characteristics and physical activity that are available to the general public.
Commercially available Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS) devices are a result of this.
These wearable, noninvasive devices can measure the change of oxygen in a muscle in
real time to give SmO2, or net muscle oxygenation. Heart rate monitors that can be worn
on the chest or wrist and can deliver real-time heart rates. Finally, physical activity can be
measured in running through GPS-enabled wrist devices or foot Micro ElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS) which measure the speed of travel or in cycling through
using strain gauges on pedals which measure the torque and cadence of the cycle.
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1.3 Motivation
The motivation of this research is to allow for prolonged physical exertion and to
understand how energy and power are used within human work expenditure. It should be
noted that the study performed in this research is focused on cycling performance, but the
hope is to apply the learnings to other forms of expenditure such as running and sprintwork sports such as soccer. This will be achieved by avoiding fatigue to exhaustion in
races and hitting fatigue optimally in practice. This research focuses on athletes, which
Oxford English Dictionary defines as, “A person who (naturally or through training) has
the traits required for proficiency in sports and other forms of physical exercise; one is
physically strong, fit, and active.” [4]
Understanding the limitations of the human body can lead to optimized exercise. As
with Hybrid-Electric Vehicles (HEV) [5], an energy-management system to control the
amounts of anaerobic and aerobic work expended can be created to achieve performance
goals or optimization objectives. For an HEV, the objectives would be to fully charge the
auxiliary energy source (battery) at the end of the journey, and minimize battery
discharge, while maximizing efficiency. Knowing the AWC and CP of an athlete will
allow them to meet performance optimization objectives, such as maximizing power
output or minimizing total travel time, through an energy-management system.
An application for optimizing power for avoiding fatigue to exhaustion while
maximizing overall power output, other than endurance athletes, would be for soldiers in
the military. These soldiers must typically cover large distances on foot and avoiding
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fatigue to exhaustion is critical. Another application would be in team cycling races
where a peloton, or group of cyclists, is formed. In these situations, the drag force on the
cyclists in the middle of the peloton is reduced by up to 40% [6]. By knowing the CP and
AWC of each of the cyclists in the team, the amount of time that each cyclist spends at
the front of the peloton, or the position experiencing the highest drag, can be optimized
so that the overall group pace and power output can be maximized.
Understanding the pattern of burn and recovery of the AWC of an athlete can also
allow for optimizing fatigue in practice in order to maximize the amount of work
expenditure and minimize the amount of practice time spent on recovery. While
optimizing a pace or power output can help avoid fatigue in a race, hitting fatigue in
practice can be desired to improve overall performance. Operating at power outputs
higher than CP can put adequate amount of strain on muscles to make them more fit. The
motivation to understand burn and recover of the AWC is so that in practice, an athlete
can know how to pace themselves so that they can become fully fatigued only after
putting an adequate amount of strain on their muscles, as determined by their own
personal fitness goals.

1.4 Research objectives
The main objective of this research is to noninvasively model work capacity in
relation to energy stores and exercise intensity in order to create a path for optimized
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performance on given tasks. This is sought to be achieved through the following research
objectives:
Research objective 1: Understand the expenditure and recovery of Anaerobic Work
Capacity, as related to Critical Power.
Research objective 2: Determine if and how a case for an energy-management
system to optimize energy expenditure and recovery can be made in real time using
noninvasive sensors.

1.5 Outline of the thesis
The work of this thesis is presented in six chapters. This introductory chapter contains
information on the concepts of anaerobic work capacity, critical power, and noninvasive
sensor technology; gives motivation for researching the previously stated topics; and
outlines the research objectives. Chapter 2 contains a review of the literature in the field
on energy systems of the human body, anaerobic work capacity, critical power, and
noninvasive sensors. In Chapter 3, the expenditure and recovery of Anaerobic Work
Capacity with respect to exercise intensity is discussed. In Chapter 4, the use of an
energy-management system to optimize the expenditure and recovery of AWC is
discussed. In Chapter 5, results of the experiments and conclusions that can be made from
the results are discussed. The future direction of this research is also discussed in Chapter
5.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
The purpose of this chapter is:
•

To review literature in the field on energy systems of the human
body, noninvasive sensors, and anaerobic work capacity and
critical power

•

To identify gaps in the literature and define the scope of this
research.

2.1 Three Energy Systems
As humans perform tasks, the body converts stored fuel into mechanical power
through several biological processes. These processes have been classified into three
main energy systems. This section will detail the energy systems in terms of power,
capacity, and fuels used in each system.
The first energy system that will be discussed is the phosphagen system. In this
system, Creatine Phosphate (or Phosphocreatine or PCr) donates a phosphate to
Adenosine Diphosphate (ADP) to form Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP) [7]. ATP then
binds to myosin and splits into ADP, inorganic Phosphorous (Pi), and energy, causing
muscle contraction through actomyosin cross-bridges. This ATP binding “cooks” the
myosin head. This process occurs rapidly, leading to an equally rapid contraction of
muscles. The reason this process can occur so rapidly is because each PCr molecule leads
to the synthesis of one ATP molecule from ADP in a one-to-one ratio. There are no
preceding processes that must occur as there are in the other two energy systems that are
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discussed below. The process can only occur until the PCr stores in the muscles are
depleted. This typically takes 10 seconds or less [8].
While all energy systems act simultaneously, the next process is more complex and
therefore takes longer to produce ATP. The glycolysis, or anaerobic, system transforms
blood glucose and glycogen (stored glucose) into ATP, which is then used to produce
mechanical power. The glycogen becomes glucose through the process glycogenolysis.
The glucose then goes through glycolysis and produces one ATP molecule as well as
pyruvate. If the demand for oxygen is higher than the supply, the pyruvate becomes
lactate. If there is enough oxygen present, the pyruvate enters the aerobic system to
produce more ATP. This process produces two molecules of ATP for every one glucose
molecule and can typically last for two minutes before the readily available ATP
produced from this system is depleted [7]. (See Figure 2.1.)

Figure 2.1: Glycolysis energy system

The largest capacity energy system is the aerobic energy system. This system uses
glucose, glycogen, and fat to resynthesize ATP. The processes used in this energy system
include glycolysis, the Krebs cycle, and the Electron Transport Chain. This has the
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largest capacity because it produces about 36 molecules of ATP per glucose molecule [7].
(See Figure 2.2.)

Figure 2.2: Aerobic energy system.

Aerobic
Glycolysis

Anaerobic
Glycolysis

Phosphagen

Figure 2.3 shows how these three energy systems work together to produce ATP.

PCr
ATP
ADP
1 PCr = 1 ATP

ATP
Glucose

Glycolysis

Electrons
Pyruvate

Fat

Lipolysis

AcetylCoA

Lactate

1 Glucose = 2 ATP

O2
Krebs

ETC

ATP

Electrons
1 Glucose = ~36 ATP

Figure 2.3: ATP Produced by Three Energy Systems
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The aerobic energy system, Aerobic Glycolysis, produces the most molecules of
ATP. Due to the complexity of the system, however, it is the slowest of the three systems.
This energy system can last for several hours and is the typical energy source for
marathon athletes. When pulling from this energy system alone, the limiting factor of
exertion comes from other sources, such as central fatigue [9]. Alternately, the
Phosphagen system is simple and quick, but is depleted quickly. This system can last for
only along the order of seconds and is the typical energy source for sprinting athletes.
However, the middle energy system, Anaerobic Glycolysis, can last longer than
Phosphagen, on the order of minutes. These traits are summarized in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Traits of the three energy systems [8]
System
Phosphagen
Anaerobic
Glycolysis
Oxidative
Phosphorylation

Power

Capacity

Very high

Very low (seconds)

High

Low (minutes)

Fuels Used
CP, free ATP
Free BG, muscle &
liver glycogen
Free BG, glycogen,

Low

High (hours)

adipose &
intramuscular tissue

When pulling mostly from the two Anaerobic systems, an athlete can produce enough
energy to last from approximately half an hour to an hour [10]. Knowing what
measurable artifacts in a muscle are active during each of the energy systems is important
for determining which sensors can be used to determine which energy system an athlete
is using.
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2.2 Noninvasive Sensors
The findings from the literature presented here are of the sensors currently used in the
field and the expected trends in measureable data as a reaction to exercise that have been
observed in literature. The following sections discuss these two domains: the sensors
used in the literature and the relationships between the sensor-provided data and
biological processes.

2.2.1 The way sensors collect and interpret data and their limitations
Use of biological and mechanical sensors in exercise studies is given below for the
following sensors: Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS) sensors, blood lactate analyzers,
electromyography (EMG) sensors, heart rate monitors, blood glucose measurement
devices, thermal sensors, and cycle ergometers. Table 2.2 highlights the sensors that will
be discussed in this chapter.
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Table 2.2: Descriptions of sensors and what they measure
Sensor

Measures

EMG

Electrical potential

BG Monitor

Blood glucose

NIRS

Signifies
Signals reaching the
neuromuscular junction
Amount of glucose present
in blood

Oxyhemoglobin (deoxy and

Rate of oxygen

total)

consumption in muscles
Number of heart

Heart Rate Monitor

Heart rate

Lactate Blood Analyzer

Blood Lactate

contractions per minute
Amount of lactate present
in blood

Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS) sensors are used to measure the relative changes
in muscle oxygenated hemoglobin and myoglobin (or Oxyhemoglobin) as well as the
relative changes in deoxygenated hemoglobin and myoglobin [11]. These relative
changes (SmO2), in signals can be quantified as a rate of oxygenation consumption of the
muscle. Total hemoglobin and myoglobin is the combined sum of oxygenated and
deoxygenated hemoglobin and myoglobin. The maximum rate of oxygen consumption
can be used to determine the VO2max of the subject, via pulmonary means [11].
Blood lactate analyzers indicate the amount of lactate present in the blood. The data
they provide works inversely with the NIRS data. When the muscle stops consuming
oxygen, or the rate of hemoglobin and myoglobin deoxygenation increases, or oxydecreases, it begins producing lactate through glycolysis [8]. While blood lactate
analyzers give an accurate account for the lactate produced in the muscle during exercise,
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sampling the blood of a subject in motion requires disturbing the test and real-time data is
not easily recorded [12].
Electromyography (EMG) measures the activity at the neuromuscular junction and is
a way of measuring the activity of the signals sent to the muscles from the central
nervous system. However, generally it has been shown that EMG amplitude will increase
as fatigue sets in [9]. EMG devices are readily available and can be implemented into test
environments. For quantitative comparison between subjects, the data must be modified
using an integral transform [13], making real-time understanding of the data
unachievable.
Heart rate monitors offer a similar type of information as an EMG device. They do
not measure specific muscular concentrations and trends within skeletal muscles but they
do produce systemic information related to the metabolic exercise activity of the subject’s
muscles [14]. Heart rate can be related to the rate of oxygen being provided to the
muscles through blood volume changes [15].
Commercial blood glucose monitors can only be used to measure the change in blood
glucose in the plasma [16], [17]. The production of glucose to the plasma is equivalent to
the uptake of glucose [16], [17] as the body’s rate of glucose production will change to
meet the glucose uptake. This means that in order to measure the real-time rate of uptake
of blood glucose for use in glycolysis for ATP production, fluoro-deoxy-glucose and a
positron emission tomography (PET) scan must be used [18]. This type of data collection
must be performed in a laboratory setting and limits the types of exercises that can be
studied.
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Body temperature can be measured using probes inserted into the femur area at
several depths as well as with an esophageal probe [19]. These types of probes are not
considered non-invasive measurement devices and introduce complications with
experiments conducted outside of a laboratory, limiting the types of exercises that can be
studied [19].
Cycle Ergometers can be used to measure the mechanical power produced by a
cyclist in a laboratory setting. It has been shown that mean power output data from
cycling testing will be reliable as long as the cyclist is familiar with the testing protocol
of the study [20].
The following section discusses relationships between the sensors listed above and
biological processes that occur during exercise.

2.2.2 Relationships between sensors and biological processes
This section discusses the relationships between sensors and biological processes that
have been found to exist in the literature.
NIRS information (SmO2 values) can be used to predict and understand changes in O2
as related to training regimes and intensity, blood lactate, heart rate, and blood glucose.
When comparing the time to exhaustion of athletes and inactive subjects, the athletes
always had similar exhaustion times, regardless of cadence loadings. However, the
inactive subjects fatigued more easily, or had shorter exhaustion times, at higher-cadence
loadings. The significant difference between these athletes and inactive subjects was their
VO2max [11]. The ability to use oxygen economically can be quantified per person as their
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power or velocity at VO2max and this value has been seen by Abbiss to be higher in
endurance-trained athletes than in untrained individuals [21]. Mayes and colleagues have
also seen that an endurance-training program creates an increase in VO2max and decrease
in blood lactate concentration during exercise below a subject’s CP. This means that the
endurance training increases the athlete’s ability to use oxygen for exercise which in turn
reduces the rate of lactate production in the muscles [3]. By combining the conclusions of
these studies, it can be said that endurance training increases a subject’s VO2max to a level
high enough that it will not be reached under normal exercise. These trends can be
replicated using data measured with NIRS technology. Zorgati’s research does not
consider the effect that one test has on another. He claims that the effect of test order can
be minimized by randomizing the test order [11]. However, with only 9 test subjects per
group and a large difference in the amount of energy required to perform each test, there
is room for test design and controls improvement for more meaningful results. Also, the
incremental test in Zorgati’s research holds the rate of change of power constant. There is
room for investigation into how the rate of change of power affects the muscle VO2 as
well as time to exhaustion and Rate of Perceived Exhaustion (RPE) [11].
In higher-intensity sprint training, Glaister and colleagues [22] discovered that during
recovery intervals of multiple sprint training, muscles have high rates of oxygen
consumption, VO2. In fact, Hamaoka and colleagues observed that for high-intensity
exercise, such as sprinting, the human body’s VO2 can increase up to 50 times its normal
consumption rate [23]. This elevated VO2 level seen by Glaister and colleagues would
continue into the next sprint session as long as the recovery duration was long enough to
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bring the subject back to resting conditions. If the rest was not long enough, the subject
would continue to fatigue into the next sprint session [22]. When the VO2 is elevated as it
is during high-intensity exercise, the review by Enoka [9] suggests that the oxygen is
being used to resynthesize ATP at a fast rate. When the body runs out of oxygen to use, it
will enter the anaerobic energy system where it will switch from using oxygen to glucose
for fuel and the VO2 will decrease.
While there are proven trends in the literature correlating NIRS-produced
oxygenation data to training regimes, there is no definitive conclusion on differences in
resting VO2 between endurance trained subjects and inactive subjects. A study by
Brizendine and colleagues [24] reported inconclusive findings for the comparison of
resting oxygen consumption. The difference in muscle VO2 for the endurance-trained
subjects and inactive subjects was not statistically significant. In terms of the intensity
training, there is a need for research into determining training regimes for athletes with
specified intensity levels and specified work and rest durations to produce the optimal
performance using NIRS [25].
When correlating NIRS-collected data with blood lactate concentrations, Mayes [3]
discovered in a study of short-term endurance training (6 weeks of three, 30-minute
exercises per week) on cycle ergometers that the increase in VO2max was concurrent with
the increase in the work required to cause blood lactate accumulation. (The correlated
change was observed in both the training and control groups, however, the magnitude of
change in the training group was significantly larger than the change in the control
group). Increase in oxygen supply has been correlated to a decrease in blood lactate
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concentrations. In a study performed by Spengler and colleagues, subjects trained and
tested their respiratory endurance by voluntary hyperpnoea (increased depth of
breathing.) After the training, the blood lactate concentrations were decreased during the
tests. However, the rate of oxygen consumption did not change as a result of respiratory
training. In simpler terms, the subjects increased the supply of oxygen to their bodies,
which correlated to lower levels of lactate production during ATP resynthesis [12].
The connection between NIRS and heart rate monitors can be seen in a study
performed by Colin and colleagues. In the study, a Beta-blocker was compared with a
selective heart rate-reducing agent. It was found that the reduction of heart rate (as a
result of the agent) contributed to the limitation of the rise of heart muscle VO2 as a result
of exercise [15]. This means that the increase in heart rate likely aids in raising the VO2
of a subject.
NIRS-measured oxygen consumption has been studied with blood glucose
concentrations by Van de Veire [26]. A study found that patients with high fasting blood
glucose reached lower VO2max values as well as lower peak power values [26]. While the
cause of this trend is not confirmed, the study can be summarized as concluding that
lower rates of oxygen consumption correlate to lower rates of glucose uptake.
EMG data can be used to understand and quantify training regimes as well as fatigue.
Huber and colleagues discovered that a subject’s training (whether it be endurance-based
or sprint-based) could be determined by observing changes in surface EMG spectra [13].
Moshou speculates that the presence of fatigue can be detected when comparing the
EMG hit rates from early in an experiment to later on in an experiment, after being
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transformed into the frequency domain using a wavelet transform [27]. In Enoka’s [9]
review on fatigue, he describes the amplitude of EMG data as increasing as fatigue
increases. In simpler terms, this could be viewed as an increase in axon-potential activity
as fatigue onsets.
A conclusion from the neural strategies (EMG-focused) section of Enoka’s review
was from a study performed by Rube and Secher [28]. They discovered that subjects
completing a 5-week training program on two-legged tasks became less fatigable only on
two-legged tasks and not on the same task performed with one leg [9]. This study drives
the conclusion that the motor command for the one-legged and two-legged tasks are
significantly different and that the training leads to a decrease in fatigability of not just
the muscle, but more specifically, the relationship between neuromuscular junction and
CNS drive of that task. As stated earlier, the activity at the neuromuscular junction can be
measured with EMG devices.
While these one- and two-legged tasks have been evaluated, studies in this field have
yet to study time until exhaustion in several muscle groups within the same individual.
Further research is also needed to determine the connection between sense of effort
differences and the failure to complete a task as a result of fatigue in the same individual
[9].
Blood glucose monitoring devices can be used to predict and understand glucose
consumption as related to exercise in general, endurance training, and VO2max. In a study
performed by Peltoniemi and colleagues, it was concluded that exercise’s ability to
increase glucose uptake is significantly lesser in type 1 diabetics when compared to
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normal subjects [29]. It was also found through a study performed by Leite that a low
VO2max value highly correlated with impaired insulin sensitivity [30]. Because of this, the
rest of the literature discussed in this review focuses on glucose uptake as a result of
exercise in normal subjects.
It was seen through a 10-week endurance-training program by Idstrom that there was
an increase in oxidative capacity in the muscles of rats, but no significant difference in
the glucose uptake rate. This indicates that no changes are made to glucose uptake
through endurance training [31]. While training has no effect on the use of glucose, the
use of glucose may have an effect on performance. In Enoka’s review, he notes that
Hermansen and colleagues determined glucose depletion was a major factor in
exhaustion of aerobic power on subjects on cycle ergometers [32]. In a separate study by
Coyle [33] a relationship was found that providing subjects with glucose lead to longer
exercise times [9].
As a response to Enoka’s review on fatigue, Gandevia states that in order to
understand fatigue better, focus must be made on individual molecules involved in the
energy systems; such as glucose, lactate, pyruvate, and oxygen; and how they contribute
to force [34].
Thermal sensors can be used to predict trends in a human based on the research of
Johnson [35] and Peiffer [36]. Johnson discovered that an increase in the temperature of
muscles results in decreased concentrations of ATP, decreased concentrations of creatine
phosphate, increased rate of glycogen depletion (or glucose uptake), increased in lactate
concentration, as well as an increase in pyruvate concentration. These reactions lead to a
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decrease in the amount of work a muscle can do. Therefore, it can be concluded that as
temperature of a muscle increases, the cost of ATP production increases, or the muscle’s
energy economy decreases [35]. Peiffer [36] discovered that after Cold Water Immersion
(CWI), or a decrease in the muscle temperature, femoral vein diameters are reduced,
which leads to impeded blood flow.
Several of the sensors discussed in this chapter can be used to observe the processes
occurring during the use of the energy systems. Figure 2.3 is an overview of the three
energy systems with sensors labeled on the biological substances that they measure.
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Figure 2.3: Energy Systems and Sensors Integration
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1 CP = 1 ATP
Heart
Rate

As a human exerts energy, the energy system that they pull from is determined by the
rate at which they contract their muscles. As stated earlier, the fastest systems are the
anaerobic systems and the slowest system is the aerobic energy system. Because of this,
power output is proportional to the energy system that a human uses during exertion and
can also determine which energy system is being used. The next section discusses how
Power output relates to Anaerobic Work Capacity and the theories of expenditure and
recovery of the Anaerobic Work Capacity.

2.3 Anaerobic Work Capacity and Critical Power
In 1965, Monod and Scherrer [1] first quantified Anaerobic Work Capacity and
Critical Power, which were determined through several tests to exhaustions across several
days. Critical Power (CP) is the power a muscle can “keep up for a very long time
without fatigue.” Anaerobic Work Capacity was defined as Limit Work (WLim) and was
equal to the product of power and time to exhaustion, shown in Equation 2.1,

𝑊!"# = (𝑃 − 𝐶𝑃) ∗ 𝑡!"#

(2.1)

where P is Power is Watts, 𝑡!"# is the time to exhaustion in seconds, and 𝑊!"# is the
Limit Work. This WLim has since been referred to as Anaerobic Work Capacity (AWC)
by Hill [2] and will continue to be referred to as AWC throughout this thesis.
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To determine the CP of an individual, the subject is required to exercise at a constant
power (P) until they were completely exhausted on three to seven different visits to the
lab [2]. The trend was identified that as the power level decreased, the tLim would
increase. (See Figure 2.3.)
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Figure 2.3: Critical Power and Time to Exhaustion Relationships

The same data points are used in both Figures 2.3a and 2.3b. In Figure 2.3a, the
Critical Power is determined to be the asymptote of the line as the time to exhaustion
approaches infinity [1]. In Figure 2.3b, as time to exhaustion approaches infinity, the
inverse time to infinity approaches zero, and the CP can be determined to be the yintercept of the graph. The AWC is determined using equation 2.2 for any individual data
point in Figure 2.3a. However, graphically, the AWC is the slope of the line shown in
Figure 2.3b.
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𝐴𝑊𝐶 = 𝑃 − 𝐶𝑃 ∗ 𝑡!"#

(2.2)

Instead of having a subject visit the lab for several experiments to determine Critical
Power and Anaerobic Work Capacity, Vanhatalo and colleagues [37] validated a single
3-minute test protocol, compared to previous methods. For this protocol, the subject is
instructed to produce as much power as they possibly can for 3 minutes on a bicycle.
They observed a uniform behavior across their subjects, which was that the subject would
quickly reach a peak power output during the test and then slowly decrease in power
output as the test continued. During the last 30 seconds of the test, the subjects would
level out at an average power output equivalent to their CP. There was no statistical
difference between the final power output and CP. Throughout the test, the total area
between the test power output and this CP value was equivalent to the subjects’ AWC
values [37, 38]. A representation of this 3-minute all-out test is shown in Figure 2.4.
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With the burn of AWC well-established in the field, Skiba [38, 39] performed a study
to understand the recovery of work capacity in subjects. Skiba proposed a non-linear
model for the “reconstitution” (or recovery as it will be called in this thesis) of AWC of
an athlete. This recovery was modeled with the following equation for a recovery
duration in an exercise, or any duration where the power output was below CP:

!
𝑊!"#

!

=𝑊 −

!
𝑊!
! !"#

𝑒

!

(!!!)
!! !

𝑑𝑢

(2.3)

where W’ is Skiba’s notation for AWC, W’bal (balance) is the amount of AWC that the
subject has remaining, W’exp (expended) is the amount of AWC that has been burned, t is
the ending time of the recover duration, u is the beginning time point of the recovery
duration, and 𝜏! ! is the time constant, or recovery coefficient . This notation used by
Skiba is different than the standard notation used in this thesis. Equation 2.4 is the
representation of Equation 2.3 in the standard notation of this thesis.

!(!!!)

𝑊!",!"# = 𝐴𝑊𝐶 −

!
𝛥𝑊!" 𝑒 !!!
!

(2.4)

The recovery coefficient that Skiba hypothesized followed a non-linear trend with DCP,
which he called the power differential between the recovery power and the CP of the
individual. DCP is calculated as
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𝐷!" = 𝐶𝑃 − 𝑃

(2.5)

Where CP is the Critical Power of the subject and P is the average power value held
during recovery throughout the exercise session. This non-linear relationship followed
the relationship given in equation 2.6

𝜏! ! = 𝑒 !!.!"!!" + 316

(2.6)

where DCP is the difference between recovery power and CP, shown in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Skiba’s Time Constant (𝝉𝑾! ) plotted against the Distance below CP (DCP) [40].

Skiba performed a field test of his model, by placing a power meter on a cyclist’s bicycle
during a road race and calculating his W’Bal (or WAn,Bal) over the course of the race. The
Power is shown as the thin line and the W’Bal is the thicker line in Figure 2.6.
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In Figure 2.6, the numbers 1-4 denote specific moments in the race. In Skiba’s words
they are when, “1: athlete establishes position in pack. 2: athlete has attacked but has
severely depleted the W’, forcing recovery. 3: athlete attacks again. 4: athlete again
depletes W’ and is forced to withdraw from race as lead pack escapes.” Hence, the time
after point 4 shows the athlete leaving the race, cycling at low Power output levels, and
therefore recovering.

Figure 2.6: Skiba’s W’Bal Model Fit to a Cyclist’s Road Race Power [40].

While Skiba’s works provided a baseline equation on which to model expenditure and
recovery, there are several opportunities to address limitations with the model. First, an
average value for the recovery constant, 𝜏! ! , is used in the model for a single exercise
session. While this creates the advantage of ease in calculation after an exercise session is
completed, it creates a problem for using the model in real time during any bou of
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expenditure. For example, the recovery rate is dependent upon a single 𝐷!" , which may
change over the length of a ride. This would mean that the recovery intervals at the end of
an exercise influence the rate of recovery at the beginning of an exercise. The
significance of this has two main points:

1. If an athlete performed an interval exertion exercise where the first interval
was at a DCP of 20 Watts and the second recovery interval was at a DCP of 80
Watts, it would be impractical to use a value for 𝜏! ! for either recovery
interval that was calculated off of the average DCP of 50 Watt recovery.

2. The model cannot be used in real-time if the total average DCP of the exercise
must be used, as 𝜏! ! relies on knowing DCP.

Second, mathematically, this model can allow for a negative balance of AWC, which,
according to the definition, is not possible with the assumptions of the model. A negative
balance of AWC would mean that the human is pulling more from their anaerobic energy
stores than they did during the testing to determine their CP and AWC. Therefore,
according to a strict definition of AWC and CP, this is not possible. This is highlighted in
an example shown in Appendix A. Finally, the model allows for the burn of AWC when
an athlete is operating below their CP. This can be seen in Figure 2.6, where the cyclist is
theoretically depleting their Anaerobic Work Capacity at the beginning of the race while
still cycling below their CP.
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These last two points can also be seen in Figure 2.7 below, where Malley [41] applied
Skiba’s model to data collected during a road race.

Figure 2.7: Skiba’s Model Applied to Malley’s Data [41]

It is shown in Figure 2.7 that the balance of AWC (the dark black line) is negative for
most of the road race. Also, the balance of AWC begins to decrease before the athlete is
operating above CP (the dotted line.) The athlete first begins to operate above CP at
around the 25-second mark. These modeling assumptions demonstrate the need for a
more robust understanding of the recovery of AWC in relation to instantaneous power
output and CP.
The following section discusses the gaps that have been identified throughout the
previous sections.
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2.4 Gaps and possible future work
Several gaps have been identified in the previous section. They are outlined in the
following table.

Table 2.3: Identified gaps in the literature
Domain

Gap Identified

There are inconclusive findings for
Athletes vs. Inactive Subjects

differences in resting VO2 between athletes
and inactive control subjects

Rate of Perceived Exhaustion’s (RPE)
correlation to fatigue as quantified by force is
Fatigue

not defined
There are no fatigue studies on different
muscle groups within the same individual
Optimization of training protocols is needed

Optimization
to produce desired performance attributes
There needs to be a more robust
AWC Recovery

understanding of the recovery of AWC in
relation to instantaneous power output and CP
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Based on these gaps identified in the literature, some future work to be done in the
field has been identified. Research should be done to determine methods to use real-time
and time history data to note significant markers in the physical processes so that research
can be done to determine the extent to which molecules contribute to fatigue. Research
should be done to determine how the data collected can be used to modify behaviors to
reach desired outcomes on a person-to-person basis. As a contribution to the field as a
whole, work should be done to standardize testing protocol and standardize how fatigue
is quantified so that the previously stated future work can be met.
While the burn or depletion of the Anaerobic Work Capacity has been studied in great
detail in the literature, the behavior of, and factors affecting, recovery of AWC needs to
be explored. A hypothesized model of this recovery and experiments carried out to test
this model will be discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3: BURN AND RECOVERY WITH RESPECT TO BETA-CP
The purpose of this chapter is:
•

Introduce the terminology used in this section

•

Introduce the hypothesized model of burn and recovery of
Anaerobic Work Capacity with respect to βCP

•

Explain the experimental design for testing the hypothesized model

•

Discuss the results of the experiment

3.1 Hypothesized Model and Terminology
The model presented in this thesis for combined expenditure and recovery of AWC is
based loosely on the model presented by Skiba [40]. They are both shown below, with
explanation following.

i.

Hypothesized model
!
!
!!! !

𝑊!",!"# = 𝐴𝑊𝐶 −

𝛷=

ii.

𝑖𝑓 𝛽 𝑡 > 1,
𝑖𝑓 𝛽 𝑡 = 1,
𝑖𝑓 𝛽 𝑡 < 1,

𝐶𝑃 ∗ 𝛽 𝑡 − 1 ∗ 𝛷 𝑡 𝑑𝑡

(3.1)

1
0
𝑓 𝛽 𝑡 ,𝑡

(3.2)

Skiba’s model
!(!!!)

𝑊!",!"# = 𝐴𝑊𝐶 −

!
𝛥𝑊!" 𝑒 !!!
!

𝜏! ! = 𝑒 !!.!"!!" + 316

(3.3)
(3.4)
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With the depletion of AWC being investigated thoroughly in literature, the
hypothesized model presented in this chapter is based on the relationship from Chapter 2
for the burn of AWC. As a reminder, this relationship is,

𝛥𝑊!" = 𝑃(𝑡) − 𝐶𝑃 ∗ 𝑡

(3.5)

where 𝛥𝑊!" is a change in energy or an amount of work expended or recovered from a
single duration of exertion or recovery, 𝑃 is the power level operated at for an
expenditure interval, 𝐶𝑃 is the Critical Power of the subject, and 𝑡 is the time of the
expenditure interval.
When observing equation 3.5 above, inferences about whether the athlete is
expending or recovering energy cannot be made without knowing their CP. A specific
power level (P) will be considered subjectively more or less difficult depending on the
subject because exertion intensity is relative to the CP and AWC of the subject. In
Equation 3.7, 𝛽 𝑡 is defined as the percent of Critical Power that the subject is operating
at, as determined using:

𝛽 𝑡 =

! !

(3.7)

!"

Because of this, the relationship can be generalized as follows.

𝛥𝑊!" = 𝐶𝑃 𝛽 𝑡 − 1 ∗ 𝑡

(3.6)
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With this relationship, if 𝛽 is less than 1, the subject is recovering; if 𝛽 is equal to 1,
the subject is operating at their Critical Power; and if 𝛽 is greater than 1, the subject is
depleting their energy stores according to equation 3.6.
The hypothesized model combining both expenditure and recovery durations of
AWC, based on equation 3.6, is shown in equation 3.8 and 3.9.

𝛥𝑊!" 𝑡 = 𝐶𝑃 𝛽 𝑡 − 1 ∗ 𝛷 𝑡 ∗ 𝛥𝑡

𝑊!",!"# = 𝐴𝑊𝐶 −

!
!!! 𝛥𝑊!" !

(3.8)

(3.9)

Writing the burn and recovery relationship in this way allows one equation to be used
for both positive and negative changes in energy stores, depending on the value of 𝛷. The
value for 𝛷 is given in the piece-wise equation 3.10.

𝛷=

𝑖𝑓 𝛽 𝑡 > 1,
𝑖𝑓 𝛽 𝑡 = 1,
𝑖𝑓 𝛽 𝑡 > 1,

1
0
𝑓(β t , 𝑡)

(3.10)

If this model for 𝛷 had been created using 𝛽 alone, similar to the model presented by
Skiba, this hypothetical power-centered model would behave as is shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Power-Centered Model of Combined Expenditure and Recovery

When 𝛽 is equal to 1, the subject is operating at their Critical Power and neither burning
nor recovering. Therefore, Φ would be equal to 0. When 𝛽 is greater than 1, the subject
would deplete their AWC according to the standard equation, where Φ is equal to 1.
When looking at recovery, the rate at which a subject would recover would increase
exponentially as the subject reduced their power output. It is important to understand the
role that time plays in recovery. Skiba used time in his model and the reason for
modeling 𝛷 as a function of time spent below CP and the 𝛽-value below CP in the model
presented in this thesis is akin to Skiba’s function for W’Bal and 𝜏! ! , shown in equations
3.3 and 3.4, respectively [39]. Skiba’s model bases recovery as being dependent upon his
term 𝜏! ! , which is a function of DCP alone, and (t-u) which are similar to the 𝛽 and 𝑡! ,
respectively, in this model. This is a reasonable assumption when the physical cause of
recovery is considered. The depletion of AWC comes from using the ATP created from
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anaerobic energy systems at a rate faster than they are replenished via oxidative
phosphorylation. When the body depletes the Creatine Phosphate (PCr) in the muscle,
that energy store can no longer be used. During recovery, the rate at which ATP is
produced increases until ATP begins to accumulate. The body is also delivering PCr and
glucose to the muscles faster than they are being broken down to create ATP. Therefore,
recovery of the AWC will be driven by a decrease in the accelerated use of ATP, or a
decrease in muscle contraction (decreased power, lower 𝛽), and allowing time for
accumulation of PCr and glucose delivered to the muscles (recovery time, 𝑡! ).
A way to model 𝛷 as a function of time spent below CP and the 𝛽-value below CP
would be to combine the two terms into a singular term, Δ𝑊!",!"#$%"&' , as

Δ𝑊!",!"#$%"&' = 𝐶𝑃 β t − 1 ∗ t !

(3.11)

where 𝐶𝑃 is the Critical Power of the subject, 𝛽 𝑡 is the level of power that the subject
recovers at, and 𝑡! is the amount of time the subject spends at that recovery power level.
Because 𝛽 𝑡 is less than 1, the recovery term Δ𝑊!",!"#$%"&' is going to be negative.
This means when the recovery Δ𝑊!" term is included in the 𝑊!",!"# equation,

𝑊!",!"# = 𝐴𝑊𝐶 −

!
!!! 𝛥𝑊!" !

(3.12)
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the recovery term will add to the balance of anaerobic work. It is expected that the greater
the magnitude of Δ𝑊!",!"#$%"&' , the greater the value of Φ. The hypothesized
relationship between Δ𝑊!",!"#$%"&' and Φ is shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2. Hypothesized Relationship Between Phi and Recovery Delta, WAn,Recovery

To determine whether 𝛽 or 𝑡 influences recovery more, an experiment was conducted to
determine these relationships. Before discussing the experimental design, the
hypothesized model will be explained more in depth.
3.1.1 Interval Exertion Example
!
To explain how this mathematical model can be applied to determine the 𝛥𝑊!"#

remaining after an interval exertion session, the following example is given. Figure 3.3
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shows a graphical representation of an interval exercise, where the exhaustion intervals
are performed at a power level higher than the CP of the subject and the recovery
intervals are at varying power levels below the CP of the subject and for varied times.
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Figure 3.3: Graphical Representation of Interval Exercise

There are three separate exhaustion intervals above CP and two recovery intervals in
this interval exercise example. Based on the proposed relationship, there would be 5
separate values of 𝛥𝑊!" , one for each constant power interval. These anaerobic work
intervals, of burn and recovery, are shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Groups of anaerobic work for each interval.

The expenditure intervals, or intervals of where the subject is burning their AWC
while operating above their CP, are shown in red and the recovery intervals, or intervals
where the subject is replenishing their AWC while operating below their CP, are shown
in green. Using equation 3.9, 𝑊!",!"# can be determined to be:

𝑊!",!"# = 𝐴𝑊𝐶 − (𝛥𝑊!" ! + 𝛥𝑊!" ! + 𝛥𝑊!" ! + 𝛥𝑊!" ! + 𝛥𝑊!" ! )

(3.13)

where the following are true for each interval, based on equation 3.8:

𝛥𝑊!" ! = 𝐶𝑃 𝛽! − 1 ∗ 𝛷! ∗ 𝑡!

(3.14)

𝛥𝑊!" ! = 𝐶𝑃 𝛽! − 1 ∗ 𝛷! ∗ 𝑡!

(3.15)
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𝛥𝑊!" ! = 𝐶𝑃 𝛽! − 1 ∗ 𝛷! ∗ 𝑡!

(3.16)

𝛥𝑊!" ! = 𝐶𝑃 𝛽! − 1 ∗ 𝛷! ∗ 𝑡!

(3.17)

𝛥𝑊!" ! = 𝐶𝑃 𝛽! − 1 ∗ 𝛷! ∗ 𝑡!

(3.18)

In equations 3.14, 3.16, and 3.18, the 𝛷 terms go to 1 because 𝛽 is greater than 1 [2],
according to equation 3.10.
This example contains only 5 intervals at constant power. In a real-time system in a real
cycling exercise, there will be numerous intervals above and below CP at varying power
values. Because data collection sensors are discretely collecting data at a resolution of
typically 1 second, the example above could be broken down with a different 𝛥𝑊!" for
each second and the 𝑊!",!"# could be determined on a second-by-second basis.
Therefore, as long as the relationship that 𝛷 has with 𝛽 and 𝑡! is known, as well as AWC
and CP of the subject, then the 𝑊!",!"# can be determined.
However, prior to this research, this relationship was unknown. In order to determine
the relationship that 𝛷 has with 𝛽 and 𝑡! , an experiment was created to isolate the
response of 𝛷 to changes in 𝛽 and 𝑡! , individually, through a full factorial test design.

3.1.2 Experimental Design for Determining Phi
The objective of this test was to calculate 𝛷 for a specific recovery 𝛽 and 𝑡! in order
to determine the relationship that 𝛷 has with 𝛽 and 𝑡! . This means that a 𝛷 must be
found with confidence for several combinations of different values of 𝛽 and 𝑡! . In order
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to determine 𝛷 for a given 𝛽 and 𝑡! , based on equation 3.4, a recovery interval must be
isolated such that 𝛥𝑊!" can be calculated for a single recovery interval. Therefore, the
experimental protocol was set up so that a known amount of AWC was burned, followed
by a recovery interval, and then a constant power was held and the time to exhaustion
was measured. A visual representation of this is shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Visual Representation of Experimental Protocol

By timing the second depletion interval, the 𝛥𝑊!" ! burned from that interval could be
calculated. Therefore, the 𝛥𝑊!" ! for the recovery interval could be calculated using
equation 3.13 and 𝛷 could be calculated for the 𝛽 and 𝑡! of the recovery interval.

𝛥𝑊!" ! = 𝐴𝑊𝐶 − (𝛥𝑊!" ! + 𝛥𝑊!" ! )

(3.13)
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By substituting equation 3.4 into equation 3.13, an equation for 𝛷! is given.

𝛷! =

!"#!(!!!" ! !!!!" ! )

(3.14)

!" !! !! ∗!!

Three values of 𝛽 and three values of 𝑡! were chosen to be tested with subjects. The
specific values were chosen to avoid the full recovery of the AWC. The testing variations
are summarized in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Testing variations of 𝜷 and 𝒕𝒏 values
Stage 1
Power

Time
[s]

Stage 2
Power (β)
[%CP]

Time (t2) [s]

1
2

Stage 3

CP4

120

100

30
60

4

15
CP4

120

75

30

6

60

7

15

8

Time [s]

CP4

Until
Exhaustion

CP4

Until
Exhaustion

15

3

5

Power

CP4

120

50

30
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CP4

Until
Exhaustion

This provided for a total of 8 𝛷! data points calculated for each subject in the testing, as
the combined data point of 𝛽 of 50% and 𝑡! of 60 seconds was removed from the study.
This was to ensure the subjects did not fully recover in the 2nd interval.
Heart Rate values and muscle oxygenation, or SmO2, values were collected during
testing as well to make observations about the aerobic and anaerobic status of the
participants. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board, IRB1.

3.1.3 Testing Set-up and Protocols
To carry out the 3-minute all out test and 8 interval testing protocols, a testing system
was constructed that included a CompuTrainer cycling trainer system with Racermate
software (see Figure 3.6), BSX Insight NIRS sensor, and Garmin Heart Rate monitor.

Figure 3.6: Set-Up of CompuTrainer System
1

Clemson University IRB Number: IRB2016-169
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The load generator connects to the control panel with a mini-DIN connector, which
then connects to a computer through a USB port. The CompuTrainer system also includes
a cadence sensor which reads to the control panel. The load generator works to keep the
programed power by adjusting the resistance on the back wheel according to the cadence
of the cyclist. Because power follows the relationship,

𝑃 = 𝑇∗𝜔

(3.15)

where 𝑃 is the measured power, 𝑇 is the torque required to move the wheel, and 𝜔 is the
rotational velocity of the wheel, the CompuTrainer software, Racermate, can adjust the
resistance applied to the wheel to match the programed power.
The BSX Insight NIRS sensor, shown in Figure 3.7, measures the SmO2 or muscle
oxygenation of the rider. Muscle oxygenation values were collected to determine if the
subject was recovering or depleting their Anaerobic Work Capacity, as the muscle
oxygenation values decrease during expenditure and increase during recovery [22].

Figure 3.7: BSX Near-Infrared Spectroscopy Sensor
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The system works in tandem with the Garmin Heart Rate monitor shown in Figure
3.8.

Figure 3.8: Garmin Heart Rate Monitor Chest Strap

The chest strap sends an ANT+ signal to the BSX device, which in turn sends a Bluetooth
LE signal to an iPhone application with both SmO2 and Heart Rate values.
The subjects were recruited with the advertisement shown in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: Study Advertisement

They were instructed to avoid strenuous exercise 24 hours before each test and to arrive
well-hydrated and well-rested. It was suggested that they have a carbohydrate-rich snack
(e.g. a gel-pack or banana) 30-45 minutes before testing and to avoid caffeine for at least
3 hours before testing. On the first day of testing, the subjects performed a modified
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version of Vanhatalo’s 3-minute all out test. When they arrived, they were instructed on
how to properly wear the BSX device and heart rate chest strap.
For the 3-minute all out test, the subject would warm up for 5 minutes before being
instructed to pedal as “hard as you possibly can” for 3 minutes. The two researchers
present would provide positive encouragement as decided on prior to testing, including
music, words of encouragement, and clapping, and a 10-second count down towards the
end of the test. After 3 minutes, the subject was instructed to stay on the cycle for their
own safety and to cool down for 2-3 minutes. They were given water, air from a fan, and
a towel to dry their face. Fruit juice was provided if they felt weak.
For the following test protocols, on separate days, the subject would warm up for 20
seconds, perform an 8-second sprint, and then continue to warm up for 5 minutes before
beginning the 3-stage interval protocol. The 8-second sprints were conducted for ongoing
research on the change in torque-velocity relationships as a cyclist fatigues. The
CompuTrainer would hold the subjects’ CP4s for 2 minutes, then the recovery power
value for the set recovery time, and then CP4 until the subject was completely exhausted.
This was determined by watching their cadence. When it dropped from their preferred
cadence by 10 rpm, the CompuTrainer was paused. At this point, the subject was asked to
do another 8-second sprint. The subject would then cool down until their heart rate and
SmO2 values returned to resting. The subjects performed 2 tests each day and the testing
days were all at least 24 hours separated.
The next section contains results and discussion of the results from the study.
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3.2 Results and Discussion
After each testing session, the power recorded from the CompuTrainer as well as the
heart rate and SmO2 values from the BSX device were uploaded to a document in
Microsoft Excel to be analyzed. The CompuTrainer recorded power as well as cadence
values at each second during testing and the BSX recorded the heart rate and SmO2
values at each second. The results pertaining to the research objectives are discussed in
the following sub-sections.

3.2.1 Determining Critical Power and Anaerobic Work Capacity
From the 3-minute test, the Critical Power and Anaerobic Work Capacity of all of the
subjects were calculated. The CP was calculated by taking the average power output for
the last 30 seconds of the test. The AWC was calculated by summing the Δ𝑊!" for each
second, or the difference between the instantaneous power output and CP of the subject at
each second over the course of the 3 minutes. Because the CompuTrainer records power
values at every second, a 1-second Riemann sum was performed. The results of this test
are shown in Figure 3.10 as the mean power output of the participants. The lighter bars
indicate one standard deviation.
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Figure 3.10: Mean 3-minute power output with standard deviation for all test subjects

To ensure the CompuTrainer system and test protocol were delivering results comparable
to the rest of the field, the average and standard deviation from Vanhatalo’s 3-minute all
out test [37] were studied (Figure 3.11).

Figure 3.11 3-Minute mean power output with standard deviation for all test
subjects from literature [37]
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While the results are similar, the variance in power levels is largest near the peak power
values in the beginning of the test. Because of this, the subjects were grouped into two
categories based on their performance in the test. Subjectively, it was noticed during the
tests that some of the participants may not have fully exerted themselves during the test.
This separation was made by subjectively observing the efforts of the participants as well
as visually looking at the consistency of their data. When looking at the power results for
these subjects, it was seen that the standard deviation of power levels during the last 30
seconds of the test were higher than for the other subjects. If a subject were to pace
themselves instead of giving all of their effort continuously during the 3-minute test, their
CP and AWC would be miscalculated which could lead to issues in determining
statistical significance in the behavior of Φ. Table 3.2 shows the average power level for
the last 30 seconds (CP), the standard deviation of the power values for each participant,
and where the group was separated.

Group 2

Group 1

Table 3.2: Average and standard deviation of final 30 seconds of 3-minute test
Subject

Average [Watts]

Standard Deviation [Watts]

C7

187

5.6

C4

236

6.6

C1

165

8.2

C8

236

10.8

C10

186

11.5

Group Average

202

8.54

C11

160

13.6

C2

119

14.7

C12

102

23.8
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Subject

Average [Watts]

Standard Deviation [Watts]

C3

135

17.7

Group Average

129

17.45

Even though the split in the group was made subjectively, the standard deviations of the
last 30 seconds gives validation to the decision to group the participants. Figure 3.12
shows the mean and standard deviation of power values per each second during the 3minute all out test for the two groups side-by-side.

a) Group 1 Results

b) Group 2 Results

Figure 3.12: Mean and standard deviation of power output during 3-minute all out test

The Group 1 results are in agreement with the results seen in the literature [37]. Moving
forward with discussing the results from these protocols, specifications will be made on
individual subjects as well as separate groups. It is important to note that in order to reach
the goals of this research in the bigger scope, the entire population should be studied, not
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only those that can perform at their maximal effort for 3 minutes. Therefore, as many
generalized conclusions as possible will be drawn from both Group 1 and Group 2
combined.

3.2.2 Determining the Behavior of Phi
As discussed earlier, isolating a recovery interval was the key to determining the
recovery 𝛷 for each specific 𝛽 and recovery time. By using equation 3.16 for each
experimental variation, Φ was calculated.

𝛷! =

!"#!(!!!" ! !!!!" ! )

(3.16)

!" !! !! ∗!!

As 𝛥𝑊!" ! was pre-determined to be 50% of the subject’s AWC, the 𝛥𝑊!" ! had to be
determined by measuring the time to exhaustion. The amount of AWC depleted in the
first interval could be varied, however it was estimated that less than 50% would create
the risk of the subject fully recovering their AWC in the recovery interval. This needed to
be avoided for proper calculation of 𝛷! . When performing experiments on the
CompuTrainer, it is not feasible to hold the Power output perfectly constant. Because of
this, and to ensure that the recovery 𝛷 was as calculated as accurately as possible, the
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actual amount of Anaerobic Work expended in both intervals was calculated as the sum
of the Anaerobic Work expended each second:

𝛥𝑊!" ! + 𝛥𝑊!" ! =

𝐶𝑃 𝛽 𝑡 − 1 ∗ 𝛷 ∗ 𝛥𝑡

(3.17)

where 𝛥𝑡 was taken as the resolution of the CompuTrainer, 1 second, and 𝛷 was taken as
the values for 𝛷 in expenditure intervals, 1. The value for 𝛽 was assumed to be constant,
as there is no way to calculate 𝛷 if 𝛽 is not constant, and was calculated to be the average
power across the recovery interval. Appendix B contains the values for Φ for each test for
each subject. On some days, the subjects could not hold their CP4 for the 4 minutes
minimally necessary to calculate Φ. This would result in a negative value for Φ as it was
assumed that the subject started the test with a full anaerobic work balance. It is possible
that these subjects had not fueled in the same way the day before the testing and were not
testing at the same initial anaerobic work balance as they were for the 3 minute test.
These data points are considered invalid for performing statistics.
The first research question (RQ1) presented to understand Φ is:

RQ1: Does the human body recover its Anaerobic Work Capacity at an
equal rate to how it depletes it? (Is Φ equal to 1?)
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Before being able to answer this research question, the distribution of the data must be
known. A hypothesis test was performed to determine the normality of the data with the
hypotheses:
•

Null hypothesis, H0: The data follow a normal distribution

•

Alternate hypothesis, Ha: The data do not follow a normal distribution

with a significance of 𝛼 = 0.05. The Anderson-Darling test was performed in MiniTab
to calculate a p-value of 0.375 for a normal distribution of Φ (see Figure 3.13.)

Figure 3.13: Results of Anderson-Darling Normality Test

Because the p-value is greater than the alpha, the null-hypothesis that the data follow a
normal distribution cannot be rejected.
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With this being determined, a hypothesis test was carried out to determine the probability
of the mean value of Φ being equal to 1. The significance level, or probability to make a
Type 1 error, of 𝛼 = 0.05 was selected along with the following hypotheses:
•

Null hypothesis, H0: The mean value of 𝜙, µ = 1

•

Alternate hypothesis, Ha: The mean value of 𝜙, µ ≠ 1

where 𝜇 is equivalent to the mean of the Φ values calculated in testing. For this
hypothesis test, only valid data points from the first testing session of each day were
used, to follow the practices found in literature of giving subjects at least 24 hours to
recover before performing another test. The t-statistic was calculated using the equation,

𝑡∗ =

!!!

(3.18)

!/ !

where 𝑥 is the mean value of the 𝜙 values calculated during testing, 1 is chosen based on
the hypotheses value for 𝜇, 𝑠 is the sample standard deviation, and 𝑛 is the sample size.
For the tests that met the testing requirements, the mean value of 𝜙 was 1.77, the
standard deviation was 1.17, the t-statistic was 2.49. These values lead to a probability of
2.9% for a two-tailed t-test. This P-value of 0.029 is less than the 𝛼 of 0.05, which means
that the null hypothesis must be rejected in favor of the alternate hypothesis.
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Therefore, to answer the Research Question 1, it can be said that humans do not
recover at the same rate at which they deplete their anaerobic energy stores. Some
recovery occurs at a rate faster than expenditure and some occurs at a rate slower than
expenditure. This aligns with the work done by Skiba [37, 38].
Now that it is established that recovery is not equivalent to expenditure, the factors
influencing recovery need to be determined. By understanding what variables influence
the rate of recovery, the effects of recovery could be maximized by being able to instruct
an athlete to recover in a way that leads to recovery rates higher than expenditure. The
second research question presented to understand Φ is:

RQ2: Is the magnitude of Φ influenced more by β or Δ𝑡?

Chidnok [42] looked to answer this question as well by looking at the increase in work
done during the third interval of the test. Chidnok varied the recovery interval power
levels by three groups. He grouped recovery into “heavy” which was a power level
halfway between the GET power and the subject’s CP, “moderate” which was 90% of the
subject’s GET power, and “light” which was 20 Watts. The results seen in his study
where that subjects could produce 46% more work after recovering in the “heavy”
domain, 98% more work after recovering in the “moderate” domain, and 220% more
work after recovering in the “light” domain. While the recovery power was based on
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percent critical power, the data collected in this study is presented in these units in Figure
3.15.

Figure 3.15 Percent Increase in Work against Power as Percent Critical Power

Parallels cannot be drawn to the power levels specifically because the powers were based
on GET in Chidnok’s study and on CP in the study presented here. However, when
looking at the data as a whole, it can be seen that as the power levels decrease for
subjects such as C10, the percent increase in work performed increases.
To answer this question with the data collected from the experiment, the significance
level of 𝛼 = 0.05 was selected along with the following hypotheses:
•

Null hypothesis, H0: The coefficients of the regression = 0

•

Alternate hypothesis, Ha: The coefficients of the regression ≠ 0
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where the coefficients determined through regression are the coefficients of Δt and β. The
following regression equation was determined:

Φ = −8.07 + 14.80 ∗ 𝛽 − 0.0180 ∗ Δ𝑡

(3.19)

where 𝛽 is held constant for any time Δ𝑡. An Analysis Of Variance (ANOVA) was
performed on the regression to determine the probability of the coefficients being equal
to zero (the null hypothesis.) Table 3.3 contains the results of the ANOVA F-test.
Table 3.3: Results of ANOVA F-test
Source

DF

Adj SS

Adj MS

F-Value

P-Value

Regression

2

90.621

45.311

9.64

0.001

β

1

87.556

87.556

18.62

0.000

Δt

1

1.977

1.977

0.42

0.524

Error

19

89.325

4.701

Total

21

179.946

The details of this analysis are included in Appendix C. It was found that the probability
of the regression being equal to the constant term alone was at a p-value equal to 0.001.
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This p-value was less than the significance level of 0.05, therefore, it can be said that the
regression equation provides a better model than the constant term alone and the null
hypothesis is rejected. It can also be seen that the presence of the 𝛽 constant is significant
as well, however the presence of the constant on the Δ𝑡 term is not significant alone. This
means that 𝛽 has a more significant contribution to determining the magnitude of Φ.
The third research question presented to understand Φ is:

RQ3: How are heart rate and muscle oxygenation related to recovery?

The relationship that Φ has with changes in heart rate and muscle oxygenation (shown in
Figure 3.16 and 3.17.)

Figure 3.16: Calculated 𝜱-values for Recovery Relative Heart Rate.
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Figure 3.17: Calculated 𝜱-values for Recovery Relative Muscle Oxygenation.

The percent-relative change in heart rate and muscle oxygenation were calculated as,

Δ𝐻𝑅!"# = !!

!!!!

(3.20)

!"# !!!!"#$

Δ𝑆𝑚𝑂! !"# = !"!

!!"!!

(3.21)

! !"# !!"!! !"#$

where Δ𝐻𝑅!"# is the relative change in heart rate over the course of an exertion or
recovery interval, Δ𝐻𝑅! is the exact change in heart rate over the course of an exertion or
recovery interval, 𝐻𝑅!"# is the maximum heart rate value observed for the subject over
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the entire course of testing, and 𝐻𝑅!"#$ is the resting heart rate value for the subject.
Δ𝑆𝑚𝑂! !"# is the relative change in muscle oxygenation over the course of an exertion or
recovery interval, Δ𝑆𝑚𝑂! ! is the exact change in muscle oxygenation over the course of
an exertion or recovery interval, 𝑆𝑚𝑂! !"# is the maximum muscle oxygenation value
observed for the subject over the entire course of testing, and 𝑆𝑚𝑂! !"#$ is the resting
muscle oxygenation value for the subject.
Without performing any form of statistical analysis, it is clear to see that the Δ𝐻𝑅!"#
is always negative and Δ𝑆𝑚𝑂! !"# is always positive during these recovery intervals. This
means that the subjects’ heart rates decreased in recovery and their muscle oxygenation
values increased as they recovered anaerobic energy. While heart rate has been shown to
decrease after the completion of exercise [3], it has not compared with Critical Power in
the literature reviewed for this thesis. Figure 3.18 shows the average and standard
deviation of change in relative heart rate and muscle oxygenation for all subjects during
each stage of the protocol.

Figure 3.18: Average relative change in heart rate and muscle oxygenation by stage.
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It should be noted that even though the relative change in heart rate for the recovery
stage has a standard deviation that would cause the values to be positive for some
possibilities, a positive value was never observed during testing. The individual data
points can be seen in Figure 3.19.

Figure 3.19: Individual relative changes in heart rate and muscle oxygenation by state

The variability for this term is simply a larger percentage of the absolute value. This
is likely because some subjects that were more fit saw a larger decrease in heart rate
during recovery than those subjects who were less fit.
Methods to use real-time, noninvasive sensor data to determine the status of human
work capacity and how the results can be used in a human-in-the-loop feedback control
system to optimize performance for a given task will be discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4: REAL-TIME MODELING OF BURN AND RECOVERY
The purpose of this chapter is:
•

To discuss the possibility of using noninvasively-collected, realtime data to model the expenditure and recovery of AWC.

•

To discuss if and how a case can be made for an optimal control
energy-management

system using

the real-time model

of

expenditure and recovery of AWC.

4.1 Hypothesized System
While Chapter 3 discusses the theoretical relationship between several physical and
biological characteristics such as Power (𝛽), 𝛷, burn or recovery time, and Heart Rate,
this chapter discusses the feasibility of creating a system to model this relationship in
real-time using the noninvasive sensors previously discussed.

4.1.1 Optimal Control
Understanding how 𝛷 relates to 𝛽-values less than one (during recovery) is essential
for discussing path planning and optimization of a cycling race. As discussed in the
motivation of this research, there are applications for path planning and optimization
outside of the professional athlete, such as recreational athletes and military applications.
Previous literature has seen success in modeling the human force and energy systems to
achieve minimized travel time, however none have used recovery when considering
energy loss. Fayazi and colleagues [43] created an optimal control to minimize overall
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race time by taking the rider’s state of fatigue into account. That is, as the rider traveled,
the maximum power they could output would decrease as they fatigued. This is a similar
problem that is addressed in thesis, however Fayazi and colleagues focused on the fatigue
of muscle fibers instead of the amount of anaerobically-produced ATP present (𝑊!",!"# ).
Dahmen and colleagues [44] applied optimal control to pacing on the basis of limited
energy and power as is addressed in this thesis, however, they did not take recovery of
energy stores into account. Finally, Liu [45] created a dynamical model of muscle
activation and recovery, but the model is focused on fatigue-related decrease in muscle
force, not energy. It has been established through these previous works that there is
reason to pursue optimal control for reducing travel time through optimal pacing.
According to Fayazi and colleagues, all that is necessary to determine the optimal
pacing strategy is a model of the rider’s limits (in the case studied by Fayazi and
colleagues, the fatigue of the force output), the relationship between pacing and the
fatiguing quantity (for Fayazi and colleagues, cadence and maximal force were studied),
information on the route, and the computational capacity for calculating optimal pacing.
For the case being studied here, these requirements for optimal control can be translated
to requiring the balance of Anaerobic Work (𝑊!",!"# ), the relationship between Power
requirement and velocity, as well as route specifics and computational capacity. In order
to implement the optimal control in real time, noninvasive and real-time sensors are
required as well as the computational ability to receive data from the sensors. The
communications between sensors is discussed later in this chapter. These requirements
and how they relate to Fayazi’s requirements are shown in the following table.
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Table 4.1: Requirements for determining optimal pacing [43]
Fayazi

Bickford

Model of Rider Force Fatigue

Model of Anaerobic Work Balance

Cadence-Maximal Force Relationship

Velocity-Power Relationship

Route Information

Route Information

Computing Power

Computing Power

The objectives of the optimal control scenario are as follows:
1. Minimize total travel time across the route.
2. Obtain an Anaerobic Work Balance of zero at the end of the route.
The model of Anaerobic Work Balance has been established in the previous chapter.
Therefore, all that is needed is a Velocity-Power relationship, information on the route,
and enough connecting relationships to create an optimal controller.
Writing the determined relationships for modeling Anaerobic Work Balance in a statespace form must be performed:

𝑊!",!"# = 𝐴𝑊𝐶 −

!!
!!

𝐶𝑃 ∗ β t − 1 ∗ Φ 𝑡 𝑑𝑡

𝑊!",!"# = −𝐶𝑃 ∗ 𝛽 𝑡 − 1 ∗ Φ 𝑡

(4.1)
(4.2)
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where equation 4.2 is the state-space form of equation 4.1, which was determined
previously. As discovered in Chapter 3:

𝛽 𝑡 =

! !

(4.3)

!"

Φ 𝑡 = 𝑓(𝛽 𝑡 , 𝑡)

(4.4)

Burke [6] determined an equation to calculate the Power required by a cyclist, based on
several factors:

𝑃!"#$%&#!' 𝑡, 𝑥 = 𝑃!" + 𝑚 ∗ 𝑣 𝑡 ∗ 𝑎 𝑡 + 𝑤 ∗ 𝑣 𝑡 ∗ sin 𝑡𝑎𝑛!! 𝐺 𝑥
𝑤 ∗ 𝑣 𝑡 ∗ 𝐶!!! ∗ cos 𝑡𝑎𝑛!! 𝐺 𝑥
𝑣 𝑡 − 𝑣!"#$

+ 𝑁 ∗ 𝐶!!! ∗ 𝑣 𝑡

!

!

+

+ 𝜌 ∗ 𝐶! ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝑣 𝑡 ∗
!

(4.5)

!

where 𝑃!" is the Power required to overcome drivetrain friction, 𝑡 is time, 𝑥 is distance,
𝑚 is the combined mass of bike and rider, 𝑣 𝑡 is the combined bike and rider velocity,
𝑎 𝑡 is the combined bike and rider acceleration, 𝑤 is the weight of bike and rider, 𝐺 𝑥
is the percent grade of the course, 𝐶!!! and 𝐶!!! are the static and dynamic coefficients
of Rolling Resistance, respectively, 𝑁 is the number of cycle wheels, rho is the density of
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the air the cyclist is racing in, 𝐶! is the drag coefficient of the combined rider and bike, 𝐴
is the combined frontal area of the rider and cycle, and 𝑣!"#$ is the wind speed.
Fayazi and colleagues use a model for the force required on a bicycle, based on
Newton’s second law, through which velocity is a function of Force:

𝑚! 𝑣 𝑡 =

!!
!!

∗

!!
!!

!

∗ 𝐹!"#$! − 𝐶! 𝜌𝐴𝑣 𝑡
!

!

− 𝑚! 𝑔 ∗ 𝜇 cos 𝜃 + sin 𝜃

− 𝐹!

(4.6)

where 𝑚! is the combined mass of the rider and cycle, 𝑣(𝑡) is the velocity of the cyclist
and cycle, 𝜂! is the gearbox efficiency of the cycle, 𝑟! is the radius of the gear, 𝑟! is the
radius of the wheel, 𝑙! is the crank arm length, 𝐹!"#$! is the force provided by cyclist onto
the pedal, 𝐶! is the coefficient of drag, rho is the density of the air, 𝐴 is the frontal area of
the cyclist, 𝑔 is the gravitational acceleration, 𝜇 is the rolling resistance coefficient, 𝜃 is
the slope of the road, and 𝐹! is the braking force on the wheels. This equation can be
rewritten to display velocity as a function of power as shown:

𝑚! 𝑣(𝑡) =

!!
!!

!

∗ !! ∗
!

!(!)
!(!)

!

− 𝐶! 𝜌𝐴𝑣(𝑡)! − 𝑚! 𝑔 ∗ 𝜇 cos 𝜃 + sin 𝜃
!
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− 𝐹!

(4.7)

where 𝑃(𝑡) is the power at any time 𝑡. In order to use these equations for optimal control,
there must be set limits on several terms and a problem must be stated. In this instance,
the optimal control problem is to minimize the total travel time during a race.

𝑡𝑓

min ) 𝐽 = , 𝑑𝑡 = ,
𝑢(𝑡)

𝑡0

𝑥𝑓

𝑥0

𝑑𝑥
2
𝑣

(4.8)

where the decision variable, 𝑢(𝑡) is chosen to be power 𝑃(𝑡) for this problem as it
behaves with velocity through equations 4.5 and 4.7. Constraints and conditions must be
made as follows:
Table 4.2: Constraints for optimal control
Term

Constraint or Condition

Power Limit

0 < 𝑃 𝑡 < 𝑃!"#
0 < 𝑊!",!"# 𝑡 < 𝐴𝑊𝐶

Anaerobic Work Balance
𝑊!",!"# 0 = 𝐴𝑊𝐶
0 < 𝑣 𝑡 < 𝑣!"#

Velocity

By using calculus of variations, and applying the constraints and conditions from Table
4.2, the equations 4.1 through 4.8 can be combined into an optimal controller that
minimizes the total travel time throughout a race course. This will in term, minimize the
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final balance of Anaerobic Work Balance as well by maximizing the power throughout
the course. Therefore, a cyclist can begin a road race knowing the exact velocity to strive
for to minimize their race time without risking ending the race with energy leftover.

4.1.2 Human-In-The-Loop Feedback Control System
The optimized velocity is determined using Burke’s equation for Power requirement
of a cycle and assumptions were made about the wind speed, drag coefficient, drive train
friction, and coefficients of rolling resistance. Because of these assumptions, the
prescribed velocities may require more or less power than estimated. By using a real-time
power meter on the bicycle (or, possibly a NIRS and heart rate sensors and Dynamic
Neural Network as discussed in the next chapter), a Human-In-The-Loop feedback
control system can be created to account for these discrepancies. Figure 4.1 is a diagram
of the hypothesized feedback control loop.

Figure 4.1: Hypothesized Human-In-The-Loop Feedback Control System

The system would work in the following way: The optimal Power value would be
predetermined, based on a set race elevation path and optimization objectives. As the
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rider cycles in the race, the system would measure the power output at the pedals (or
calculate it through the use of a Dynamic Neural Network and SmO2 values) and
compare it to the preferred race power. The system would then recalculate the WAn,Bal to
determine a new optimal Power (and therefore velocity) plan to achieve the optimization
objectives. If the new optimal velocity is higher than the current racer’s velocity, the
device would prompt the cyclist to increase their speed. Inversely, if the optimal velocity
is lower than the current racer’s velocity, the device would prompt the cyclist to decrease
their speed. This feedback system would account for factors affecting the cyclist’s Power
that cannot be included in the estimation, such as environmental factors like wind speed
or ground conditions affecting the rolling resistance coefficients. The course planning
process as following the plan discussed in this chapter must be performed prior to the
race. However, the optimal control problem could be re-written to determine the optimal
pace to maximize the distance traveled, regardless of the path elevation. This could be
implemented in real-time without prior knowledge of the race. Another option to remove
the need of programming the race route in would be to equip the system with a GPS
device that had knowledge of all roads. As the cyclist performed their ride, the device
would be able to suggest separate routes to travel to reduce the time from their current
location to a set endpoint, based on knowledge of the elevation.
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4.1.3 Sensor Communications and Physical Set-up
In order to create the human-in-the-loop control system as previously discussed,
sensors must be used to collect biological and mechanical data that can communicate
with each other or a common source. This way, logic can be used to make calculations
and decisions necessary to meet the system goals. The sensors used in the
experimentation communicated through Bluetooth, ANT+, and USB channels. Bluetooth,
or Bluetooth LE, is a wireless standard by which sensors can communicate. The
advantage that it provides is the connectivity to devices that the average athlete has, such
as smartphones. However, the Bluetooth communication channels are limited in the way
they can create topologies. That is, each Bluetooth device must communicate to a single
device, such as a smart phone, and cannot communicate with each other as well as a main
device. [46] ANT+ can have these topologies, which gives it an advantage over
Bluetooth. However, ANT+ is a proprietary standard which has limited the ability for
others to innovate in the marketplace with it. Finally, USB channels meet the needs of the
user by having a reliable connection, where batteries are not a concern. When using a
USB connection to transfer data, the user does not have to worry about providing the
sensor with charge and eliminates a point of failure for the data-gathering infrastructure.
Because of this, USB connections were used for experimentation. However, using a USB
connection has the limitation of mobility, as it cannot be used with sensors both
wirelessly and in real-time. While it can do both of these tasks separately, it cannot do
them simultaneously, as is required for the real-time system outside of the laboratory.
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A diagram of how these sensors and their software communicated can be seen in
Figure 4.2, using ANT+ and Bluetooth channels.

NIRS
Power

Bluetooth

HR

Power (β)
SmO2
HR
ANT+

Figure 4.2: Envisioned Use Sensor Communication Scenario

It can be seen from Figure 4.2 that the most complete readout of data is found through
the BSX Insight platform. Future work in this field includes the physical act of
assembling this sensor communication system to prompt the user appropriately.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The purpose of this chapter is:
•

To summarize and discuss the work presented in this thesis.

•

To discuss the future work that can be performed based on the
findings of this research.

5.1 Conclusions
From reviewing the literature in the field on energy systems, biological sensors, and
Anaerobic Work Capacity and Critical Power, opportunities to advance understanding in
the field were discovered. The most critical opportunity discovered was the lack of a
robust understanding of recovery of anaerobic work capacity. From this, two research
objectives were formed:
Research objective 1: Understand the expenditure and recovery of Anaerobic Work
Capacity, as related to Critical Power.
Research objective 2: Determine if and how a case for an energy-management
system to optimize energy expenditure and recovery can be made in real time using
noninvasive sensors.
The second research objective could not be answered until it was understood what
factors influenced the recovery of the Anaerobic Work Capacity. To determine this, a
study was performed with 10 participants that included determining the subjects’
Anaerobic Work Capacity and Critical Power and then having them perform interval
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cycling protocols until exhaustion. From this study, it was determined that sub-Critical
Power recovery is not proportional to above-Critical Power expenditure. It was also
determined that the amount of AWC recovered is more dependent upon the power level
of recovery than the time spent in recovery. Finally, it was determined that heart rate and
muscle oxygenation behave inversely during recovery intervals.
With the first research objective met, focus was made on determining if an how
optimal control could be used to determine the optimal velocity for a cyclist based on the
objectives of minimizing race time and depleting their Anaerobic Work Capacity by the
end of the road race. It was determined that the human body and cycle system together
behave in a way that an optimized velocity can be determined if given information on the
race parameters prior to the race.
This optimal velocity (and therefore, optimal power requirement) would need to be
implemented into a human-in-the-loop feedback control system, as there are factors
affecting the race day performance that cannot always be accounted for in planning. It
was determined that through an envisioned use sensor communication scenario described
in this thesis, it would be possible to achieve this real-time human-in-the-loop system if
given appropriate computational power.

5.2 Future research directions
There are areas where this research can be taken further than the scope of this thesis.
These include the following:
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i)

Completing the carrying out of mathematical analysis to determine the
optimal velocity based on the course elevation of a cycling road race and
physically assembling the required sensors and computer to calculate realtime balance of Anaerobic Work.
There is work to be done to create a human-in-the-loop feedback control
system. The first task would be to use calculus of variations to determine the
necessary equations for an optimal controller. Then, the system would need to
be wired and programmed to relay the necessary information to the cyclist in
real-time. Finally, the system would need to be field-tested. This could be
done by choosing a course and inputting a cyclists’ CP and AWC so that an
optimal pacing could be determined, instructing the cyclist to perform the race
at the pacing specified, and then testing the system’s ability to prompt
appropriate changes.

ii)

Determining the effect that power as a percent of a subject’s VO2max has on
the value of Φ.
In this research, the magnitude of Φ was tested against 𝛽 where 𝛽 was the
percent Critical Power of the cyclists. The study could also be performed by
testing the magnitude of Φ against the power levels, as a percentage of the
cyclists’ VO2max’s. Physiologically, it is not as certain what is occurring above
and below CP as it is with VO2max. By performing the study this way, more
insights could be made into what is physiologically occurring during fatigue.
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iii)

Linking the balance of Anaerobic Work to injury in sports, including cycling,
running, triathlons, and multiple sprint sports such as soccer.
A Dynamic Neural Network could be used to map the values of muscle
oxygenation and heart rate to above- and below-CP power levels. If this was
done by training the neural network on a bicycle with easily quantifiable
power values, the relative power level (𝛽) that an athlete is performing at in
other sports could be determined. Once this has been done, the Anaerobic
Work balance could be determined for an athlete during practices and
competitions to determine if there is a correlation between good and bad
performances and high and low Anaerobic Work balances. Also, a link
between the risk of injury occurring and Anaerobic Work balance could
possibly be made.
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APPENDIX B: CALCULATED VALUES OF PHI
Subject

CP [W]

AWC [J]

CP4 [W]

Beta [-]

t [s]

Phi [-]

C1

165.0

14695.0

226.2

0.52

14

0.06

C1

165.0

14695.0

226.2

0.74

17

1.49

C1

165.0

14695.0

226.2

0.74

27

1.29

C1

165.0

14695.0

226.2

0.76

29

2.02

C1

165.0

14695.0

226.2

0.85

60

3.05

C1

165.0

14695.0

226.2

0.94

26

7.68

C1

165.0

14695.0

226.2

0.76

60

1.13

C1

165.0

14695.0

226.2

0.79

15

-0.23

C10

187.0

11312.0

234.1

0.66

15

1.76

C10

187.0

11312.0

234.1

0.73

30

0.51

C10

187.0

11312.0

234.1

0.50

31

1.06

C10

187.0

11312.0

234.1

0.95

58

7.12

C10

187.0

11312.0

234.1

0.74

59

1.77

C10

187.0

11312.0

234.1

0.93

15

2.32

C10

187.0

11312.0

234.1

0.98

29

22.64

C10

187.0

11312.0

234.1

0.61

17

-1.80

C11

165.5

10256.1

208.0

0.73

15

-2.86

C11

165.5

10256.1

208.0

0.73

56

-0.06

C12

101.0

8561.0

137.0

0.80

16

-9.28
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Subject

CP [W]

AWC [J]

CP4 [W]

Beta [-]

t [s]

Phi [-]

C2

132.0

6006.0

157.0

0.72

15

-0.89

C2

132.0

6006.0

157.0

0.93

60

-0.70

C3

135.0

7175.0

164.9

0.74

15

0.60

C3

135.0

7175.0

164.9

0.71

14

1.00

C3

135.0

7175.0

164.9

0.78

12

4.87

C3

135.0

7175.0

164.9

0.73

33

-1.03

C3

135.0

7175.0

164.9

0.97

60

-0.48

C4

235.7

10465.3

279.3

0.56

16

3.10

C4

235.7

10465.3

279.3

0.97

15

47.11

C7

186.6

10581.7

230.7

0.76

30

2.39

C7

186.6

10581.7

230.7

0.54

25

-1.17

C7

186.6

10581.7

230.7

0.65

8

-4.86

C8

237.0

12405.0

289.0

0.53

30

0.86

C8

237.0

12405.0

289.0

0.98

55

4.28

C8

237.0

12405.0

289.0

0.55

15

1.58

C8

237.0

12405.0

289.0

0.67

16

1.09

C8

237.0

12405.0

289.0

0.76

29

3.36

C8

237.0

12405.0

289.0

0.72

61

0.83

C8

237.0

12405.0

289.0

0.95

17

11.21
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APPENDIX C: REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR RQ2
Regression Analysis: Phi versus Beta, t
Analysis of Variance
Source
Regression
Beta (real)
t (real)
Error
Total

DF
2
1
1
19
21

Adj SS
90.621
87.556
1.977
89.325
179.946

Adj MS
45.311
87.556
1.977
4.701

F-Value
9.64
18.62
0.42

P-Value
0.001
0.000
0.524

The ANOVA is testing the hypothesis that the coefficients of Beta and time are zero. If
the P-value of either Beta or time are less than 0.05, the factor plays a significant role in
the model The P-value of Beta is significant, however the P-value of time is not. This
means that Beta has a more significant role in determining the magnitude of Phi.
Model Summary
S
2.16825

R-sq
50.36%

R-sq(adj)
45.14%

R-sq(pred)
26.66%

The standard deviation of the error terms is 2.16825.
45.14% of the variation in the value of Phi is due to the model, 54.86% of the variation in
Phi is due to error or some unexplained factor. This is not a very good fit of the data.
Coefficients
Term
Constant
Beta (real)
t (real)

Coef
-8.07
14.80
-0.0180

SE Coef
2.46
3.43
0.0277

T-Value
-3.28
4.32
-0.65

P-Value
0.004
0.000
0.524

VIF
1.12
1.12

Regression Equation
Real Phi = -8.07 + 14.80 Beta (real) - 0.0180 t (real)
Fits and Diagnostics for Unusual Observations
Obs
3
R

Real Phi
11.214

Fit
5.673

Resid
5.542

Std
Resid
2.90

R

Large residual
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Normplot of Residuals for Real Phi

The Normal Probability Plot checks the assumption of normality of the error terms. The
points are near to the line which means that the assumption of normality is valid.
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